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Path analysis is presented as a technique that can be

used to test on a priori model based on a theoretical .,
poaceptualization involving a network of selected variables. This
being an introductory source; no previous knowledge of path anallip
iSassuaed, although sone understanding of the fundamentals of '..

;. iultiple,regrassion analysis might belelpfulW Included is-a suamary:
of some of the basic procedures involved in performing a path

: anarysis, as veil as a discussion of path diagrapsepith
.coefficients), told model testing with path ana ytis. Idtitional

t

,..1 refereices,:with annotations, to.aore advance and detailed.
discussions of path analysis are also incllud d. . The procedure of path

= analysis is sumaarizet as follows; (1) forma to a theoretical
conctiptualization of the causal structure for the relevant variables,
and construct a path diagram repretenting your theoretical causal
structure; C4 calculate the path coefficients using regression
analysis; (3) decompose the bivariate relationship into direct and
indirect causal components; (4) delete those paths from the model

:that vere found'NtO be nonsignificant, and reconstruct' the original
correlation matrix from 'the aodified path model; (14 note the
discrepancies between the original and the reconstructed correfation
coefficients, and retain or reject the proposed aodel *based. on,the

.

nature.and.the nuaber of these discrepancies.'(Author/C2H)
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- The purpose of "Ask analysis

' '

1

The.wiliocf of path analysis was deVdloped by the geneticist Sewall
... 4

Wight in the early 1920's 1n one of his earliest papers on path

analysis, Wright(1921.) summarized the general method of path analysis

in the following manner:

The present paper is an attempt to present a method of measuring

Jf

r/

.4
/1the direct influence along each separate path in such a system

andthus of finding the degree to which variation of a given effect

is determined by with particular cause. The method depends on the

cmobination of knowledgeof the degrees correlation among the

.

va0ables in a pmeir with such knowledge, as niabe possessed of

the causal relations. In'cases in which the causal rclations are

uncertain, the method can be used to find the logical consequences;

of any particular hypothesis in regard to them. (p. 557, m ita440

In a series of salsequent papers, Wight further elaborated nthenur-
.

pose of,path analysis:

...the method of path coefficients is not intended to complish

the impossible task of deducing causal relations ,frog the values
./

of the carrelatioa ,coefficiencts. (1934, p. 93)

.:.Path analysis is an extension of the nsual'verba 1.4terinera-

tion of Statistics, not of the statistics themsely si it is

usually easy' to give a plausible interpretation any significant

statistic taken by itself. The pawls of oathianalysiis tt,

determine whether at klitRatc! set of interpretallonsisconsistent

11112:24221!... (1960b. p. 444, my italics)

In summary4 ON major purpose of path anal44 icy to test an a

priori taaal model based on khe researcher's cOnceptualization of the

k
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ealationship.among the relevant variables. Lath analysis is not a ! .

teCpYque for discovering "causal." Path analysis is a meth' to

. . i.
. .

. Vc
411

asses, whether the .empirical corn:lit:gobs anion

are coristent with the causal Model proposed by the researcher. As i'
.

- It's

stated by erlipger and Pedhaxur (197piv"..lath analysisi.s. useful ' .1;4

,."1: if

:frtY11,..V415.77.

\2\

ifi theory testing rather than generating#it" (p. 305).' In short,

path analysis is to be used as an aid to supplement the fesearcher 's

thilking, and not as a substitute for such thinking.

Drawing the path:dAsgrae"
1/4..

Prior to performing the actual path analysis it is usually neces- ,s1

eery to construct a path diagram. A path diagram (see Figure 1) is

a graphic represeaation of.the causal model baqed on the.researcher's

conceptualizatidn of the relevant variables. Although it .s.,,not ac-

tually required for a numerical path analysis, path diagrams can-.be ex-
.

tremely 'useful assisting the researcher in organixingitLe relevant

variables within the causal model.

It is important to note that therelis nothing "magical" abou?

the path diagram in discovering causes. The researcher's specific
1/4 V.

path diagram-represents only one of the possible whys the variable

migq, be

sents the

7

a
structured. Thus, any particular path diagram simply repro-

researcher's specific conceptuilitation of the relevant variables'.

..

4
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The path diagram contains three type orvariables: angenoui,

endogenties a residual variables. The exogenout'eariables are bhoae

,/ I.
variables wh a causal variation is assumed to be determine4 by

%

variables outside the causal model. That is, no attempts have been

made to explain the variability of the exogenous variablei. Variables

A'.

Z1, Z2, .and 23 .are examples of ;6genous variables ins the pith diagram

4
presented in Figure 1. It is possible for exogenous variables to be

correlated among t emselves. However, no attempt is made to explain

the correlatio

Endogenous variables are those variables in the.path diagram whcse

Cotttl. cause or van ability Is assumed. to be Ca:ilia-al),

some linear combination of variables within the causal

Aetiiiinid By

model. Thus,

the variabilitx any particular enodgenous.varlable Maybe determined A.

by either exogenous variables and/or other endogenousssiariables

r O

s:



specif ied within the causal model. Variables L4, 'L .ana 2
6
are

r
"

.r

4

examples of endogenous variables in Figure 1.

"7,1' 71,5 t;sql
'

'

Residual variables are thosethat are introduced nto the system.

to account for any variation in other variables under onsitleration ..
I,

,
1,:

).

not explained by the causal mcdel. They ace ts, ndigate the efrects
.

,

of variables not incimled_in the model. Residual variables, and

their causes, are assumed to be unknown. In one sense, the variability

°.

accounted for by the residual variables could be thbeled as error
.1

variance. Rpsidual variables are assumed to be uncorrelated with

other residual variables and with the other variables specified in the

causal model. Variables Za through Zf are examples of residual:I/ar-
o

lables presented in Figure 1.

Basic rules for drawinik path dilmenis

Although each path diagram represents a unique way of structuring

a set of variables, there are certain basic rules that all path di rams

must conform to. A few basic rules ate (Land, 1969):

1. That the postualted causal Ielationships%among variables wits n

.

the path diagram are represented by unidirectibnal arrows from

the causal variable to the effect valAable. For example, In Figure

1 the.arrows leading from Z4 and Z5 to 26 indicate that both Z4

and 2
5

(the causal variables in this casO'have an influence-
.

........._4determina-same -of the variability) In 26 (the effect variable In.:.

this case).

2'. That the ppstulated. noncausal (unexplained) relationships among

the exogenous variables are represented by two-headed curvilihear

arrows connecting the exogenous variables! For example. in Figure

1 the noncausal or unexplained relationship between the exogenous

4

s.
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I
variables Z

1
and Z

3
is Indicated by a curved two-headed arrow

connecting them. The two-headed arrow Indicates that ft is .tot
-

.

known which of the twopogenous variables is the causal variable

and which is the effect variable in this particular relationship.

More simply stated, the direction of the causal flow is unknown.

3. -. -..The influence of the residual variables is also zepresented'by

unidirectional arrows extending fro.: the residual variable to the

specific variable under consideration. For example, in Figure 1

the unidirectional arrow connecting dhe residual variable h with

Z6 represents the influence of h on the endogenous variable Z6.

4. The symbol P
41

represents the path coefficient (to.he discussed

in more detail in the next .section). The path coefficient repre-

seats a numerical value of the postulated causal influence of the

Ausal variable on the effect variable. 'The ;first subscript of the

path coefficient denotes,the effect variable in vs/Action. The

sec subscript deontes the causal variable in question. In

Figu e I, for example, the path coefficient t
41

vepresents the ,

numertiLal value of the causal ,influence of
1
on Z

4
$ Since the

tiorial, the path,coef:'

rL

-t

a

_

I

cause flow of the path diagram is unidirec
-

ficielpts of the nature P
41

and P
14

are not 'permissible in the same

diagram.

,

In summay, the first step in performing, It path analysis involves

construpg a path diagram, according to the baste rules, illustrating

the causal structure among the televent variables based on-ihe-researeher's

partiedar thecretical conceptualization.

The second step in performing a Bath analysis involves -.1rieulating

the numerical lues of the path eoeffieients:'

7
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Calculate; the values of the 'Eat caeff iC ents..

Path coefficients
I

grigtt.(1934).defined path coaffIcialts as:

Tier fraction. of%\

6

standard deviatio of the dependent variable

(with chi appropriate ) for whit the designated factor is

directly responsible, in the.sen* .f the f raction which would be

r
S

f And if this facto. varies to the :am extent as in the oisse:rved

- data while all others (including t e residuals factors...) are

4e1d.k4astant. (p. 162)

In brief then, a path coeffici nt is an index of the direct in .

''fluence of a particular variable, Hither an exogenous or endogenous
. , / .

.

," .variable,.on a designated endoge4us variables. with all
.

,, . .

:

. .: aisles in the causalmodel held constant. Based on this
.

the squared patch coefficient re resents an' index of the
.-r

other vari

defination;
110

proporEion of

.thoariance of the endogenous variable for which.the designated
.

,
.

.
. , /

causakvari3ble is di'rectly responsible.
.

,
. . .

:
.

Conceptually the path coefficient and the partial correlation
.

. ,..
are very similar: However, unlike the ,partial correlation, the path

. . .

. t

coefficient is used within the causal system.to suggest hca particular
.. . .,

r'' aoti r-

-

variables might influence one ahe according to apme theoretical

, ,

, interpretation. .*

In order to discu s how tie calculate path coefficient, first'.

it may be importept to h iefly connider the basic atructbral model

1

f

.

of path analysin. The basic structural equation of the path model

is char each endogenous variahie can be reprebenteebya linear

combination of those vuriubles that. have a direct influence en .it
.

6 (a.g., connected to it by anialrectional arrows) Isltiplied by their
.

I

' .
. .

.4

b
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respective path coefficients (the inde4 of the direcOnflyeate). Fo;.

example, the structural equations representing Z4, Z5, and Zona be

expressed as

4 is 41 + 42 Z
2

ZoP Z+P
5 .52 2 53x3

Z6 12 64Z4 65Z

Eq. 3.

Eq. 2

Eq."

The first step in obtaining the path coefficients f.:,r aparti&ilar

equption is to perform a regression analysis in which, you regress the

specific endogenous variable on each ofothecausal variables that have

. 'a direct influence on it. To obtain the path coefficients for Eq. 3

you would regress variable
6
on variables 2

4
and "i

'5'
To calculate

the path coefficients for Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, separate regression analyses

for variables 7.4 and ?S would also be required. One regreshion analysis

.

would be to regress Z4 on variables Z1 and Z2. The otber regression

analysis would be to.regriss Z5 on Z2 and Z3'

Calulation of the actual valui of 'the path. coefficient (Pik) is

based on the regression coeffrftents (unstandardized regression coef-

EiCients or il-weights).obtained from the regression analysis. The

formula for calculating the value of the path coefficient (or tlle

standardized path coefficient, as they re sometimes referred to)

. form the regression coefficient. is shown in Eq. 4.

a

Pii (

A If the computer program perforiing tr ragresdion analyses

Eq.. 4.

provides both regressierrcoefficicat3 and stanciardizell regression

coefficients ( or beta weights), the standardized regression coefficients

(6) can be directly gutstituted for the 'path efficient value.
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ij

.

° Eq. 5.

It ii also important to neie that when dealing with standiirdized

scoresthe path coefficients 11 equal the regression coefficients ",

.yi ZiZj ( z
Jia

z
) Eq. 6 .

In those particular cases where you are ret.esahg
4

an enJogenous

a

variable on a single causal variable, :he path coefficient will equal

the zero-order correlation coefficient between the two vartablec.

P r. 13ij eV,"i) 000 Eq. 7
-

Since the nature of the causal relationship between the exogenous

variables is unknown, the zefo-order correlation coefficient betweeh
e.

them is used.to indicate the numerical value of4those noncausal (un-,

khown) relations in the path diaglom. These values are obtained'from

,the original correlation matrix. For example, the numerical value

for the non-causal relationshipwhetweekZ2 and Z3 in Figure 1 would
. .

4

Decomposing the proiosed causal structure

.... ---One of the-majo advantages of path snalysip is that it allows

you to decompose the proposed causal relationship bdtween the vari:ibles

into direct and indirect causal effects. The direkt effect of a cau-

sal variable is the influence that a variable has on a specific

endagenous vatlabU;14It1751L-THI-rither variables in the model held/

consrant. As stated earlier. the value of the direct causal effect .

is represented by the path coefficient. 511e padirect.tausal effect

refees to the extent to which a particular variable produces a change

in an endogenous variable indi'tectly by causing a change in an ibtotr

vening ormediating varlable. In Figure i the direct causal effect of

10 '
1

Ode
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4 Z1 on Z4.is represented by
P41'

The indirect effect of Z1 on141.can

be expressed by tracing changes in 7.1 that produce a change in Z2,

which in turn also produces a change in Z4. Thus, the effect Z1 has
. .
.

on Z
4

can also be expressed through its intervening relationship with

Z2. This type di.interpreta4on is one of the major advantages of 1

path analysis.

An illustration of a general decomposition table is presented in

Table 1. Auesomple illustrating the decomposition of the relation-
.

P
41

ship between Z1 and Z4 is also presented in Tablq 1.

.4Table 1

Decomposivion-Table-

Bivariate Total 4

Relation- Sovari- Causal
p- ship ance(A) Direct (B) Indirect (C) Tqtal (D)

4 r
.41 P41 r12

B C

Non-
causal (E)

D

The column labeled Bivariate Relationghicrin Table 1 represent

a listing, of the two variables whose causal elationship is being de-

composed. The column labeled Total Covariation (A) lists the zero-
ko

orZter correlation coefficient between the two variables.

... The Causal portion'of the decomposition table is subdivided into

.

---.--- Meet (B), ladirect (C), and Total (D) columns. The value listed
llil

.

'under the

.

Direct column represents the direct influence of the causal

variable on Vile effect variable, or the path coefficient. The value

'listed under the indirect column represents the indirect influence of

the causal variable. Tne vaTht:ur-the ltdirect causal effect is the

sum oP the products of all the coefficients along the paths leading from.

41

4.

I
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the cauE "beriable to the effect variable Rules...for cal:Cul:sting

` the indirect effects w discussed n the next section. Finally,

the value listed under the Tbtal column nepresents thetotal causal

influense.of the particular c. sal variable on the specificeffect

variable. 'The value indic ting*the total caueci.effec4 is obtained by

adding the direct a'nd i direct causal values.

The value_in the Noncausal column (E) represents the influence
4

of variables-outside ehe model (Viz.,.residual variables)'. This value

is .obtained by subtracting the total causal value froin the teal covaria=

Lion value (A - D = E).

Being ablt to decomposethe correlation of a bivariate relation-

ship into the dirdet and indirect influence allbws the researcher tp

4 interpret irthe causal relationship between two variably is a teal.
.

one or a spurious one mediated through they influence of other inter-

' veiling variables. For example, the inflaende of Z4 and Z5 on Z6 could

actually be a result of their shared influence with ThatThat is,

changes in Z2 produces changes tn both Z4 and Z5, whichpin turn result

in changes is Z6.
4

Another numerical index that isAinformative when interprezing the'.
. -

decompositioh of a causal mlationship,'although.not usually listed

in the decomposition table, is the coefficieA of alfaation (N. 9).

This indicates the proportion of variance in the effect variable that

. ,

., is not accounted for by the causal variables in the path model.

P = 711-Tt Eq. 9
%

A

In Eq. 9 the subscripts i and a represent the effect variable

and the particular residual variable (composite of unknown variables),

respectivdly,. R
2

represents the multiple correlation of all the

12
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variables in the model that have a direct influence on the part icu
-

4 _ ._
ler ecfeet variable.

Tracing Data and compound 241.11 coefficients

4 1

Being be to decompose the bivariate relationship into direct
. .

and indirect effects often times rewires the calculition of Compo&d'
.. ,

-pa -1/4.Ifficients. .4 compound path coefficient is the product Of,e

: , . .

sbt es of connecting path coefficients. Calculating compound path

.
.

.

.

. , . /coefficientsis based on tracing the paths connecting the two vafiables
-.

of interdst. An example of a comOund path indtigure 1 would be the'
. .

connecting paths between,2) and 24. ifte such compound path would: be

42' , '64 ,

2----7r 4
---

6

The Italue'of the compound path coefficient (P62) for the.connecting '

paths between Z2 and Z6 illustrated above would be the product of the

separate path coefficienta.

P
62

4, P
42

P
64 ' t.

^.TWItr.lcing of paths and the calculatior. of compound.path coeff:-

.

,dents is of particular relevance to.the calculation of the value for

the 4direct causal effect corgoacitt. Tde. vane of the indirect causal

effect Component is the sum of all the compound path coefficients

connecting the two variables of ifterest. As is suggested in the

previous sentences often times there is more than one indirect path

connecting two variables. For the 7.314 relationship, for example,

there are two difierent inditect connecting paths!

23 P42 ,

'2 44
Por P (a)
43 /3

P42

r ` P
4113

4 P43 143 P41
(')

4,01N t.

13

AO.

t

- -
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4 4

12

The value of the Lddireet effect in this relationship would be the

sum of the tuo separate coppound .path coefficients (a 4 b).

, indirect effect ftr-p+r. P
value -23 42 -13 41

Tracing paths and calculating conpoind path coefficients ib not

,an arbitrary processo The remainder of this section gill, briefly
c.

discusssome of the more idportant rules for tracing *paths within the

'caesal model. (A more extensive discussion of the rules for tractile.

1

paths can be found. ift Li (1975).)

Rules'for tiactimi paths

1. When tracing paths it is permissible to move backwards along a

connecting path. anu then in a forward direction along the next

-path. Moving forward, then backwards is not permissible.

.1
z2 ------.z5 is permitted

backward forward
flow flow

Z ------- 4
6

Z is nbt permitted

fauard backward .

. flow flow
.

o
a

2 Connecting paths (or compound path coefficients) should n con-

tain'more than one correlation

42
Z
3

123
P

0 7. :... z
2 4

23 12 .
P41

coeffaient.

Er23 P
42

) is perassible

234r42 *P4l iis not permissible
-

31 That in a partitular compound path the same variable cannot be

.86

passed through mom than once.

4. A compound path coeffiient is eqUal to the product of the connecting

path cdefficients.

elt

14

t>
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littk

!"
.

1.

'13

.1

5. The correlation between two variables is equal to the sum of th

roducts of the path coefficients for all the connecting paths.

lirtweta the two variables, including both direct and indirect; 1,4, *e

;

paths. For example, the correlation between Z
1

and Z
6
can be

expressed as

. -roPF+ r. *P+r- P'17.+46 41 64 "12 42 42 52 63

4:01 P53 65

Other matheMatical mnetelatcs for calculating the Correlation co-
- . 1..

efficients can be found 1.41and 1969), Li (,1075), and Keriiiiger

and Pedhazur (1973).
a

In brief summary, the third step in performing a path analysis
. .

-,

is the deeposivaition of the bixariate relationships into dirict ani

indirect causal comporwats. This decOmpositioninperformed by tiat--

lug Oaths within the model according to certain basic rnleb. The
0*

major advantage of this dexompositioo process Is that it makerlosribM
. . Nk.,,..

.

* the assessment of-wtiether the rAationship between variables is. a

real one or a sperieus one mediatedthraugh the indirect influence of
!

other variables.

Path analysis is a hypothesis'testi6g technique that allows you

to test whether or not the proposed causal model Is consistent with

the. empirical ovelations among the relevant variables. A path model
...

, . .

.

is tested by attempting to rectinstruct the original correlation matrix
,

.0-".. .

from the. path coefficients. A comparison 13 thin made between the
.

original correlation matrix and th'e reconstructed corrilption matrix. 4.

if the discrepancies between thetwo matrices are small, support for the

IP 15

isT

ft/

3,
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,. 4 %
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f..;

Tmoposad model hasbeen found. If the disc gyp.

modeli_s_not. supported, and therefore rejected
4

It is always possible to reproduce the origina

r4 from any model Wen all the connecting paths and

dents are present. Because of tha, simply having the

model is of little theoretial s4Ilificance.

To test a particular path model requires the researchex_ta\

dowel" or simplify the path model by deleting certain paths fce the

14

s are large, the

relation mat-

ath coeffi-
,

eted path

. 7- "rt-,

model, and tten attempr.ing to reconstruct the original Correlatio

1,
matrix. There,are numerous criteria by which connecting paths may- *

be deleted from the model. Paths can be deleted after the decomposi-

rion indicates that the direct effect was relatively small or statis-

ticapy nonsignificant (e.g., Ls .6). Paths may be deleted if the
S

decomposition indicates that the effect of a particular variable was

actu*lly mediated through the indirect influence of ethej variables.

Paths may also the deleted or retained, inspire of there level 'Of
4114'

significance. depending on how theoretically relevant the researcher
.$

perceives them to be.

As staredearlier, the test of a-path model is the extent to

which the'original correlation matrix can ke reconstructed from the

"trimed down" model. If the discrepancies between the original and the

reconstructed matrix are small (e.g., p;< .05) and few in number, the

path model is said to be one possible explanation for the causal re-

lationship among the variables in question. Land (19y) has recently
.

developed, a statistical test to assess the overall goodness of fit

of the 'reconstructed correlation matrix with the original matrix.

16
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As noted earlier, a path modei represents only one of many pos-

sible wayg a set a variables cooi be structured. Finding that a

particular path model results,in small discrepancies from the original

,matrix dues not pespit the conclusion'that Vle proposed model is the

correct one far describing the causal structure of the variables in

question. Therefore, path analysis is more of a method for rejedling

mode).,s that for lending support to onesof.many competing causal models

.

(Keiiinget Pedhazur, 1977)%(
*"

btief'summary, the fourth step in performing a path analysis

/

involves trimming down'the proposedtpath model by deleting paths
.

mot found to be significant, meaningful, and/or theoretically relevant.

Alter the path trimming procedures Eire completed, an ittempt is made

to reconstruct the.original.corre ion matrix from the revised path

model. Stan discrepancies between the oritinal and the reconstructed

correlation mattlx provides support that the 'proposed model is conk

0
°latent with the data. It does not allow for-the conclusion that' the

.

model is thecorrect one fbr describing the structural relationship'

among the! variables.

.1
.

Assumptions of path analysis' -. 41;
. -. <

i!.

.

... i:.:-.
. Path analysis is guided byl a set of basic assumptions. The as- .

1':'

t..
. 0 N . .

e

2

4

sumptions most relevant to the pre sent discussion of path :analysis

include: .
1. The.relationships,Lmong the variables in the model are linear

and additive. Therefore, Curvilinear, multiplicative, or inter-

action relations are excluded. It is,posAble to perform a path

analysis-on.variables.wih nonlinear relationships-if the range of

is ,the values of-interest is linear. In addition, ip many cases it

is possible to use a-number of conventional transfthmations to

_

transform tho dap to meet tlherlinear re 4irement (Heise, 1969)%
. ... ..

4.4
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2 That the variables in-th

-

model be measured on An interval

16

scale. It is possiltle o do a pathattalysis. with ordinal measures

(boyle, 1070). Althoilgt the usage of dummy -variables for per-

forming regression analysis also permits a weakening of the in-,
.)

terval measure assumpt ea.

It also is permissible tedinclude composite, variables in tha
A

\
.path model, ab long as t separate variables in 'as composite are
.

. -% % .

highly correlated Ilia tl y do not influende"the:Specific effectvari-;
.;

' able di rentially. '

,
.

.

3. That ti residual'
I

ariables are unco5pelated among hemselves and

44.

with other varii es in the path model.
,

. .

1.
.

.
_

.

4: That thtra,is a ones way -causal flew in the system. That is, reci-W .._ .

,,?-
*, procal cause on between the variables is ruled out.

Tathaaalysis in Wcapsule
,. fA

. 0 Step 1 "s,
., .:cN

. ,
.

Formulate a theorejicol conoeptualizatipn of the causal structure
,-.-1

.
.

..

1.

4

.

for theralevant Variables.

Constructs path diagram representing_ jour theoretical, causal.
.structure. It .4

e .0

Step 2 ,

..
-

Calculate the pith coefficients using regression; analysis,

f

'Step:3

Decompose the btvariate relationship into direct aid f.ndirect

Ousel components.

Step 4

Delete those paths from the model that were found to be statiski-
, ,

tally nonsignificant., not meaningfdl, and/or theoretically irrelevant.
41, f
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..

.;
: .

.
. . .

.

Riconstruct.the ()rigida correlation matrix from the moagied
, .

path model.
i . 4 . .1
tote the discrepancies b wee the original and the reconstruc-

1 ' 1..

Lured correlation coefficient.'
4 .

.
. . .

... A . I .1
0 i

Make your decision co retcin,or reject the proposed model based

die the nature and the umber of these ditiorepancies.
1

. .,40,
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